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El Cajon police fatally shoot black man

Son Diego Chargers stadium plan
up for vote

Shooting sparks protest in local El Cajon community over the death of Alfred Olango

A vote will be held on the Nov. 8
ballot
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News Editor
A black man was killed by
police fire. A recurring story in
news outlets for the last two
years, these police shootings
have brought about riots,
protests, and political debates.
But this time, it was Alfred
Olango, and it was less than 20
miles away in El Cajon, Calif.
On Tuesday, Sept. 27,
2016, El Cajon lost one of its
residents. This fatal shooting
has brought about much
sadness and anger, as well as
other mixed emotions. Turns
out, this case may not be all
that it seemed. Olango, a

38-year-old Ugandan refugee,
was
reportedly
exhibiting
erratic
and
threatening
behavior
before
police
officers arrived on scene.
After the officers tried to get
Olango to cooperate, one of
the officers fatally shot him.
According to CNN,
a woman who claimed to be
Olango's sister, which has not
yet been confirmed, made a
911 call explaining that a man
was acting out in a parking lot.
Many news sources explain
that the 911 caller stated
that Olango was unarmed.
While this turned out to be
true, the police explained
that Olango posed a threat
when they encountered him.
According to the Los

See EL CAJON, Page 2

Kevin Nelson/The USD Vista
Top: Students gather at the Maher fountain during a teach-in about the
Black Lives Matter movement to dsscuss the recent shootings. Bottom:
Two students hold up a sign in support of the movement.

The USD Vista got an inside look at
LA's season prep
Want to write for The USD
Vista?
Join us. every Tuesday
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Statute of limitations in rape cases eliminated in Calif.
California Governor Jerry Brown signed bill connected with Bill Cosby case
ABBY GENTRY
Asst. News Editor
Last
Wednesday,
California
governor
Jerry
Brown signed a bill to
eliminate the state's existing
statute
of
limitations
for
sex-related
crimes.
Previously, there was a
10 year period in which acts of
sexual assault were able to be
reported, with the exception
of special cases when new
DNA evidence was brought
to light. Additionally, cases
of child sexual molestation
had the potential for a longer
statute of limitations, as long

as the victim was not yet 40
years old. The newly signed
bill will eliminate the time
limit in which victims are able
to press charges. Currently,
the only other crime with no
statute of limitations is murder.
'Many observers have
connected the newly signed
bill to allegations against the
once-beloved American TV
star Bill Cosby. In the past
year, over 30 women have
come forward, accusing Cosby
of separate sexual assault
cases that occurred anywhere
between 1960 and 1990. Due
to the pre-existing statute
See LAW, Page 4
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Photo courtesy of The World Affairs Council of Philadelphia
California Governor Jerry Brown signefha bill with strong connection to
the imfamous Bill Cosby case.

Petition demands In-N-Out add veggie burger option to menu
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Photo courtesy of In-N-Out Grub/flikrcc
The Good Food Institute has petitioned In-N-Out to add a veggie burger.

Known for its delicious
burgers, animal style fries,
and thick milkshakes, InN-Out Burger is under fire
for not offering one item,
namely a veggie burger. The
fast food restaurant that has
historically kept a simple
and limited menu might just
have one too few items.
Three weeks ago, The
Good Food Institute started
a petition on the website
change.org.
The
petition
demands In-N-Out add a
veggie burger to its menu. In-

N-Out already offers meat-free
options, but the organization
is looking for more. Currently,
the extent of In-N-Out's
meatless food items include
grilled cheese and french fries.
The petition has gained
over 39,000 signatures, with
a goal of reaching at least
50,000. The - petition pointed
out that In-N-Out competitors,
Burger King, White Castle,
and Chipotle all have veggie
options. The petition stated
that if the company claims
to take pride in customer
satisfaction
and
ethical
business practice, then it

See BURGER, Page 4
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El Cajon police shooting causes turmoil
EL CAJON continued
from Front Page
Angeles Times, Police Chief
Jeff Davis explained how the
situation unfolded. Davis said
that the officers found Olango
behind a restaurant at 2:11
p.m. and that he posed a threat,
as he was uncooperative
with the officers' instructions.
"[He] rapidly drew an
object from his front pants'
pockets, placed both hands
together on it and extended
it rapidly toward [one] officer,
taking what appeared to be a
shooting stance," Davis said.
It turns out that Olango
was holding an object, which
can been seen in an image
released by the El Cajon police
department. However, the
object turned out to have been
a vape. Police explained that
Olango was holding the vape
and refusing to cooperate
with officers. At the time of the
incident, the 911 caller said
that Olango was unstable.
According to CNN, however,
Olango's mother insisted that
he was mentally stable.
"He
wasn't
mentally
ill—never," Olango's mother
said. "He was going through
a mental breakdown. He

lost someone dearly, [...]
mental breakdown was not
easy to control; he needed
someone to calm him down."
It was later revealed
that Olango was allegedly
acting out because of grief
over the loss of his best
friend earlier that week.
Reports say that Olango
was being uncooperative and
that, while one officer prepared
a taser, Olango took a shooting
stance. Olango was then shot
by Officer Richard Gonsalves
and tased by Officer Josh
McDaniel. He died after
paramedics were called to
the scene. In the aftermath of
the event, protests in El Cajon
ensued, bringing over 200
people to the streets to march
against
what
happened.
The University of San
Diego is just over a 22-minute
drive away from El Cajon.
On the small campus of
USD, community members
have once again opened up
discussions about injustice.
Faculty members led
a teach-in on Tuesday, Oct.
4 in front of Maher Hail to
better educate the USD
campus about Olango's death.
The event invite, that was

circulated on social media a
day earlier, explained that the
teach-in would be to educate.
"The death of Alfred
Olango has intensified and
brought right home the need
for clarity, critical thinking,
and grounded action," the
invite said. "Out of concern
for the misinformation and
media spins saturating our
environment, faculty members
have organized a teach-in
[...] outside Maher Hall. The
teach-in will feature San Diego
community organizers who are
on the front lines of the Olango
incident, faculty, and students.
The goal of teach-in is to
provide our campus community
with an informed narrative
of these ongoing events. All
are invited and welcome."
The teach-in was put on by
the Ethnic Studies Department
and hosted a number of
speakers. Christopher Rice
Wilson, the Associate Director
of the Alliance for San
Diego, was one of the main
speakers at the event. Wilson
lead the crowd in a chant
before starting his speech.
"It is our duty to fight for
our freedom," Wilson said. "We
must win. We must love and

Photo courtesy of the El Cajon Police Department
The still image of the police shooting in El Cajon released by police.

respect each other. We have
nothing to lose but our chains."
Wilson further stated that
he has been at the protests
in El Cajon since Tuesday,
and he has scene no violence
among protesters. Wilson
claimed that the media was
misrepresenting what was
occurring during the protests
and that he had seen police
officers throwing bottles to
spark anger not protesters.
Wilson asked questions
about
how
the
police
reacted to this situation.
"Why did they draw
their gun as soon as they
left
their
car?"
Wilson
said. "Why corner him?"
: - J r -Despite the frustration

among southern California
community members, not
everyone is convinced the
shooting
was
unjustified.
According to a ABC News
poll, 51 percent of a 629
person poll claim that the
shooting was justified. Due
to Olango's stance and the
vape in his hand, it appeared
that
this
fatal
shooting
might not be so cut and dry.
As the FBI and police
investigate the event, southern
California citizens will await
official decision to see if
Officer Richard Gonsalves
was justified under the law
in shooting Olango. In the
meantime, Olango's family and
;coramunityi mourn his death.

Public Safety Report

Sept. 27
• v
Location: Warren Hall Parking Lot
At approximately 7:39 a.m., Public Safety responded to
a report of a theft on campus. Upon investigation, it was
reported that a USD parking permit was taken from a
vehicle while it was parked on campus. The theft was
reported to have occurred between 7:00 a.m. and 5:00
p.m., on Sept. 23, 201 6. There were no signs of forced
entry, and it was reported that the vehicle may have
been unlocked.

Sept. 27
Location: Hahn University Center
At approximately 11:24 a.m., Public Safety responded
to a report of a vehicle that was damaged while parked
on campus. Upon investigation, the damage was found
to be a large scratch on the right rear door of the
vehicle. The damage was said to have occurred between
4:00 p.m. on Sept. 23, 2016 and 10:00 a.m., on Sept.
27, 2016.

Sept. 28
Location: Hahn University Center
At approximately 8:24 p.m., Public Safety responded to
a report of a theft that occurred on campus. Upon
investigation, it was reported that a pink iPhone 6,
charger, and cable were taken between 7:00 p.m. and
8:30 p.m. on Sept. 28, 201 6. It was reported that the
items were left unattended in Frank's Lounge.

Sept. 30
Location: Borrego Residence Hall
At approximately 11:29 p.m., Public Safety
responded to a report of an intoxicated individual on
campus. Upon investigation, the individual was
contacted, identified as a resident student, and
evaluated by paramedics. The individual was
transported to the hospital for further evaluation.

Oct. 1
Location: Camino Residence Hall
At approximately 4:38 a.m., Public Safety
responded to a report of an intoxicated individual on
campus. Upon investigation, the individual was
contacted, identified as a resident student, and
evaluated by paramedics. The individual was
transported to the hospital for further evaluation.
Oct. 1
Location: Camino Residence Hall
Public Safety received a report of a sexual assault
that occurred on campus on Oct. 1, 2016.
Appropriate resources were provided.

Nora Brewington/TheUSDVista
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Measure C goes to the ballot for a major vote
San Diego residents can vote for the proposed Chargers stadium on the Nov. 8 ballot

ballroom in the United States.
The
Chargers
have
promised to give the city all
revenue from non-NFL events
If you have visited a and commit to staying until
grocery store in the past the initial debt of the project
year in San Diego, you were is fully paid off. The Chargers
probably
approached
by also agreed to reimburse
someone asking you to sign the city for all preliminary
a petition. More likely than costs if the team leaves San
not, you were asked to sign a Diego before the construction
petition to add a plan to build begins. If the construction
a new stadium for the San takes place, they will replace
Diego Chargers football team. any parking areas the Padres
This November, voters would lose from the project.
will not only be deciding
Payment plan:
between two controversial
Much of the controversy
presidential candidates, but around Measure C is how it
also Measure C. The measure will be paid for. The current
received strong public support plan,
presented
by
the
to be put on the ballot. Now, Chargers, would see a six
voters will have to decide percent hike in the hotel
whether they will approve occupancy tax that would only
the building of a new stadium apply to those renting for less
and a new convention center. than 30 days. The Chargers
Photo courtesy of Manica Architecture
Despite what seems to will be required to put up $650 The San Diego Chargers are pushing for a new stadium downtown and have released sketches of the plan.
be a very simple idea, to build million and sign a minimum
a stadium or not, the measure 30 year lease. No San Diego plan. The measure further only $3.4 million in annual TOT have to pay for the building,
is much more complicated. To residents will pay for the stated that the the construction revenue, as compared to the not just tourists. And that
that most
obstruct any estimated $12.5 in annual TOT is something
figure out what the cost and stadium through taxes, unless would not
people
probably
don't
want."
benefits of the stadium would they stay in a hotel or rent a activities already booked at revenue in the HSV Report.
Recently
San
Diego
The HSV Report projected
be, the city of San Diego asked property for less than 30 days. the current convention center.
Mayor
Kevin
Faulconer
The report shared that that, over the approximate
for reports on the measure.
Although
this
is
the
measure.
The measure breaks down the
proposed
plan
by the expansion would created 32 year lifespan, the stadium endorsed
"This
was
not
my
plan, but
into
several components. the Chargers, critics are 225,000 in annual room nights, will cost $3.4 billion. The
I
saw
an
opportunity
to make
Stadium Details:
concerned about some of the resulting in an estimated $12.5 HSV Report estimated that
it
better,"
Faulconer
said.
"It's
Measure C has proposed payment eventually falling on million in annual Transient the $3.4 billion cost will be
Tax
(TOT) covered by the convention no secret that I had concerns
that the new multi-use stadium San Diegans. The Chargers Occupancy
and
convention; ii.. center campaign for the new stadium -.revenue. Room nights are the aspect, making the stadium and it's also no secret that
cost
ineffective. l thought it was important
expansion would be built in
is trying to dispel this claim, amount of nights visitors stay addition
The HSV Report also to get financial protections.
the East Village of downtown saying that the stadium will in a hotel room. For instance,
San Diego. The stadium only be paid for by tourists, if a visitor stays in a hotel room argued that the NFL schedule These safeguards obviously
would be located just east the team itself, and the NFL. for three days and two nights, will cause a problem for large strengthen this measure and
that would be counted for two conventions and groups. This strengthen things moving
In support of Measure C:
of Petco Park and be about
in
the
future."
The San Diego Chargers room nights. TOT is a rental is a notion that has been forward
a 10 minute walk from the
Despite
Mayor
current convention center. commissioned the Hunden tax that is paid by those visiting greatly disputed by both sides.
Faulconer's support, Tony
Community Reaction:
Partners
and an area for less than 30 days.
The proposed stadium Strategic
Although the measure Manolatos, a spokesman for a
The report said that the
in Measure C is much more the Conventional Wisdom
than just a football field. The Corporation for a report. The new expansion would increase received strong support to be coalition of community leaders
stadium will be considered a Hunden Report, as it is named, revenue over time, allowing on the ballot, the measure will and politicians, is strongly
conventions
and need to receive a two-thirds against the new building.
multi-use stadium, advertised is a report in support of the multiple
"There is a reason so
for use by football teams, motor measure and spans 16 pages. large-scale events to operate vote to pass. USD students
The report showed that at once. The report stated that are torn between whether the many community leaders
sports, basketball, and others.
The current plan would include measure C would be the the separation of convention stadium should be built or not. and organizations oppose
Junior Nick Hatton is Measure C," Manolatos said.
from
the
current
81,000 square feet of meeting quickest plan to market for a areas
for
the
building of the new "It would divert more than $1
convention
center
and
the
225,000
square new stadium. This means that
space,
stadium.
Hatton said that billion in new taxes to a stadium
new
stadium
would
be
ideal
feet of convention space, the stadium and convention
he
believes
that the new project and subsidize an NFL
and a 65,000 square feet center would be open quicker for smaller conventions. In
stadium
is
long overdue franchise worth more than $2
ballroom, making it the largest than any previously proposed this way, smaller conventions
and
would
help
drive the billion. Anyone who says it's
would have the opportunity to
tourism
industry
in
San
Diego. a good deal for San Diego
be in their own separate space.
"The Chargers have a is more interested in politics
Against Measure C:
deep
history in San Diego," than good public policy."
Multiple groups, including
Moving forward:
Hatton
said. "Them staying
HVS Convention, Sportssd,
Both
sides of Measure
would
show
respect
to
the
city
& Entertainment Facilities
C
have
argued
that each
and
to
the fans who have stuck
Consulting, joined with San
opposing
report
is flawed
Diego Authority to present with them. I think that it will also
based
on
the
scope
of its
the case against Measure C. benefit the city economically.
studies.
However,
it
will
not
Their report, known as the It would bring a lot of tourism
HSV report, spans 56 pages. revenue to San Diego, and that come down to the reports;
The HSV report showed tourism tax is a big revenue rather, the voters will decide.
a staggering difference from source that can benefit the On Nov. 8, San Diego
the Huden Report. The HSV rest of the city. And any non residents will decide the
Report argued that the project NFL event will just bring •ultimate path of the project.
The San Diego Chargers'
will only create 90,000 room further revenue to the city."
Although Hatton is for the president, Dean Spanos, said
nights as compared to the
Hunden Report's 225,000 stadium, some students are the Chargers will not pursue
estimate. The report states opposed to the new building. a stand-alone stadium in
Jordan
Latchford Mission Valley if Measure
that the Hunden report counts Senior
room nights by the person, not discussed the stadium plan C fails. There is no current
by the room. For instance, the in her business economics alternative plan to Measure C.
HSV report argues that if two class and has her doubts Spanos has also commented
individuals shared a room for about what the Chargers are that, if Measure C fails, it does
two nights, the Huden Report saying about the new stadium. not mean the team is moving
"I think it is going to to Los Angeles. Many San
counts this as four room
nights, rather than what they cost a lot more than people Diegans will be wondering
believe should be only two. think," Latchford said. "I think how much time is left for
Photo courtesy of Tristan Loper/WikrCC
San Diego Mayor Kevin Faulconer has recently endorsed Measure C.
This would see an increase in in the end San Diegans will the Chargers in San Diego.
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Calif, eliminates statute of limitations

Photo courtesy of pixelhouse/WikiCC
The statute of limitations will be eliminated for rape cases in California on Jan. 1, 2017.

LAW continued from
Front Page
of limitations, prosecutors
were never able to charge
Cosby because the various
incidents occurred outside
of the 10 year time frame.

Senior Alii Knapp shares
her stance on how the newly
signed bill will change the future
for sexual assault victims.
"I think this is really great
and liberating for victims of
sexual assault to have an

opportunity and voice for
justice," Knapp said. "I can see
how issues of memory loss can
create a problem but I think
this is so minute compared
to the freedom that it brings."
The new California law

will be put in action on Jan. 1,
2017 and will only affect new
cases. Cases in which the
statute of limitations has not
expired by Jan. 1 will no longer
have a statute of limitations
with the new bill. Even with
the new law in place, Cosby
will not be able to be tried
for any incidents occurring
before the previously allotted
time frame. Cosby
has
denied the accusations but
will be put on trial in 2017
due to charges of sexually
assaulting a woman in 2004.
Some have expressed
concern that after longer than
a decade, it is difficult to recall
specific facts about incidents.
This creates the potential
for creation of false details
and possible false charges.
It is for these reasons that
the statute of limitations was
created in the first place.
Junior
Benn
Joyce

shares
his
opinion
on
the liberation this bill will
bring to men and women.
"I don't think this bill
is going to hurt, the whole
point is to help those and by
extending the time limit people
will have a longer opportunity
to come forward," Joyce
said. "Yeah extending the
time limit can create issues
of foggy memory but victims
will ultimately know what
happened and now they can
get the resources they need
and justice can be served."
This newly signed bill
tells California sexual assault
victims that, no matter how
long it takes for them to come
forward, they will have the
opportunity to state their case
and seek justice in court.
The elimination of the time
frame will allow victims to
freely press charges when
they feel the time is right.

In-N-Out challenged to add veggie burger
BURGER continued from
Front Page
would include a veggie option.
"As a company that
prides itself on both customer
satisfaction
and
ethical
business practices, adding
a meat-free option is a nobrainer," the petition said.
"And by making this single
addition, In-N-Out would be
making a huge statement
that it truly cares about
its customers' health and
the health of the planet."
In-N-Out, which has
over 300 location in six
different states all west of the
Mississippi, earns about $600
million in revenue each year.
The change.org petition stated
that millennials, who account
for a large percentage of the
signatures, hold over $200
billion in annual buying power.
Critics of the petition
pointed out two major flaws
with the petition. First off, the
$200 billion in buying power
from millennials includes the
whole market, although InN-Out only operates in six
states. Critics also addressed
that, although the petition
highlighted
some
major
competitors and their veggie
substitutes, it failed to address
other competitors who do not
offer veggie burgers, such as
industry leader McDonald's.
Some customer of In-

N-Out don't understand why
the petition has even started.
Junior Will Knopka said that
the idea should not be taken
seriously and that In-N-Out
shouldn't be required to serving
anything they don't want to.
"I think it's kind of silly,"
Knopka said. "I don't think they
are required to have a vegan
option. If you want vegan food,
just go somewhere else."
Knopka also said that
he believed that this idea
might sound good to people.
Economically, it may not
make sense for In-N-Out
to sell a veggie burger,
and, at the end of the day,
In-N-Out is a business.
"If it's not a smart
business decision, then they
should not even try it," Knopka
said. "They are a business
and they need to do things
that help the business."
The petition has gained
support from both the vegan
and vegetarian communities,
as well as carnivores. Senior
Leah Wargo, founder of
the Student Vegans United
orginization, said that she
believes that In-N-Out should
offer the veggie burger.
"They currently have
little to offer people with
alternate lifestyles," Wargo
said. "And being such a
large chain, it will expose the
masses to a plant based life,
or at least a healthier one."

Photo courtesy of Aaron Friedman/FlikrCC
The petition for In-N-Out to add a veggie burger to its menu has gained over 39,000 signatures.

When asked if she would
eat there if the veggie burger
was offered, Wargo said only if
they could keep the meal from
cross-contaminated
being
with
the
regular
meat.
"I would [eat at In-NOut] if they could ensure
that the patty was cooked
on a separate flat top from
the • meats," Wargo said.
Although
it
would
seem most vegans are in
support of the petition, there
has also been opposition
from within the community.
A comment on the

change.org petition, that has
since been removed, stated
the double standard of eating
a veggie burger at In-N-Out.
"As a vegetarian myself,
this is a stupid petition," the
comment said. "Why, as
a vegan, would you want
to support a company that
slaughters cows by the
thousands? I wouldn't ask
Lucille'sBBQtomakemevegan
ribs. I just won't eat there."
In-N-Out
has
not
commented on the petition
yet. It is still unclear if a
veggie option would make
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economical sense for the
burger giant to sell. According
to the Vegetarian Times
approximately three percent
of Americans identify as
vegan or vegetarian. More
studies will have to be done
to see how many of those
individuals
would
help
increase In-N-Out's revenue
if a veggie burger option was
added to the classic menu.
For now, In-N-Out will
continue to sell its traditional
burgers and fries. The Good
Food Institute waits to see if it
will ever receive a response.

The USD Vista publication is written and edited by USD
students and funded by revenues generated by advertising
and a student fee. Advertising material published is for
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Opinions expressed in this publication are not necessarily
those of The USD Vista staff, tne University of San Diego or
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Letters to the Editor can be submitted to The USD Vista
office. Letters should be limited to 300 words and must
be signed. For identification purposes, USD identification
numbers and writer's year must be included in the letter.The
USD Vista reserves the right to edit published letters. Any
content sent to the editor will be considered for publication
unless otherwise stated.
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CRSSD on the waterfront
WALKER CHUPPE

CRSSD is a music
festival
in
San
Diego's
waterfront park, featuring a
wide range of electronic and
dance music artists from all
over the world. Three stages,
The Palms, City Steps,
and Ocean View provided
festival-goers with a range of
options and artists to see, with
different sets taking place all
day, from noon until 10 p.m.
CRSSD had a warm
and welcoming ambiance,
helped by its waterfront
setting,
summer-themed
stage design, festival decor,
and the innumerable palm
trees throughout the venue.
The crowds were equally as
lively, both in manner and
dress. Floppy sun hats, flashy
clothing, and parasols were
all part of the typical CRSSD
attire. The atmosphere on the
dance floors was boisterous
and upbeat, and the bassheavy beats
fueled the
fun for the concert goers.

had was great;- it wasn't the
same music playing over
and over," Alaskar said.
"There were some unique
acts, which made the festival
fun, and really enjoyable."
Some of the highlights
of CRSSD were sets by
Louis the Child, Kungs, Flight
Facilities, Bonobo's DJ set,
Miike Snow, and Zhu, all of
which drew large crowds to the
stage. The audience roared
with applause when Kungs
started playing his new song,
"This Girl," which has one
of the catchiest openings of
any current song.The catchy
opening may be the reason
for its over 200 million plays
on Spotify. Louis the Child
pumped up the crowd with
their hit song, "It's Strange,"
which was featured on the
soundtrack to FIFA 16. Overall,
the crowd seemed to respond
to the catchy, upbeat songs
of these artists, often reacting
to the build-up and drop of
the popular dance anthems.
The sound quality of
the event was very good and
not overly loud, which can

With artists from Miike

be a problem at large music

story with the two playing

when he took

Snow to Zhu, CRSSD had
a star-studded and diverse
musical palette for the crowd
to enjoy. The musical genres
ranged from indie dance
to deep house, and for
the electronic music lover,
at all times at least one
stage had an enjoyable set
playing for fans to vibe with.
Because
the
festival
started early in the afternoon
and ended well into the night,
it was necessary to plan for
breaks in between, but because
of the three stages, it made
it easier to pick and choose
which artists you wanted
to see throughout the day
without missing your favorites.
Senior Khaled Alaskar
tsaid
that
CRSSD
had
an excellent selection of
music
and
enjoyed his
experience at the festival.
"I thought that the variety
that each of the three stages

festivals. The mix was crisp
and clear, and every artist's
set seemed to be held to the
same high standard for quality.
Because the overall sound
was so good, it was easy for
the crowd to get into the music
without
noticing
anything
about the speaker quality or
mix quality. It was also nice
that concert goers were likely
to have gone home with their
hearing intact, something
not typically associated with
bassy
electronic
music.
The USD Vista was able
to catch up with two acts at
CRSSD, Louis the Child and
Sam Feldt, who both gave
some insight into the world of
electronic music. Both artists
are on the rise, and have
produced songs that have
garnered critical acclaim and
millions of plays on popular
music
streaming
sites.
Louis the Child, a duo

some of the largest venues
and festivals in the world.
They remarked that it all
sunk in for them when they
played a set at Lollapalooza,
their
hometown
festival.
When asked what their
creative process for making
music looks like, they said
it involves a good chunk of
experimentation and testing.
"We usually find a
melody or chord progression
we like and then go from
there,"
Kennett
said.
"Then we'll usually build
from
that
[point]
on."
The duo tends to place
their focus on creating
polished songs in the studio
so that they can shape their
own musical identity. They
have found success working
in their own style and enjoy
creating original tracks. Their
musical influences include
artists like Porter Robinson,

and later started to learn
music the music production
softwares Logic and FL Studio.
He started seriously getting
into electronic music and
DJing around age 17 when
he saw a DJ in a Holland club
pump up a crowd. He found
himself desiring to be able to
do the same. Feldt originally
started making tracks in his
bedroom, like many other
DJs just starting their careers.
When
Feldt
was
approached
by
Spinnin'
Records to sign fortheir label, it
sunk in for him that he actually
had a real chance at turning
his music into a career. Feldt's
musical process tends to start
with a chord progression or
acappella that he likes, and
then he works from there.
He loves both working in the
studio and live mixing. Feldt
originally began his career as
a DJ but then gradually moved

Arts and Culture Editor
@lord.walker

Many USD students made the tr

Walker Chuppe/The USD Vista
out to the waterfront to enjoy the CRSSD music festival.

from Chicago consisting of
Robby Hauldren and Freddy
Kennett, has recently gained
popularity with the subsequent
releases of their songs "It's
Strange," "Weekend," and
"Fire." The duo started making
music around five years ago,
while still in high school.
What started out as a
creative exploration, mostly
with fun in mind, ended up
becoming a rapid success

Madeon, and Bon Iver. They
listen to and incorporate a
wide range of genres into their
own music. Louis the Child has
an upcoming EP to look out
for within the next few months,
and start a tour this November.
Sam Feldt is a Dutch DJ
and producer, best known for
his songs, "Summer on You,"
"Been A While," and "Hot
Skin." Feldt recalled playing
music as early as age 11,

Walker Chuppe/The USD Vista
The duo of Louis the Child hype the crowd with their upbeat songs and natural stage presence.

piano lessons

to creating more of his own
songs with his personal flair.
When asked if he had a piece
of equipment in his rig that he
simply cannot live without, his
answer was certainly unique.
"To be honest, earplugs,"
Feldt said. "When you have
loud music playing, you
should have earplugs in, if
it's on stage or just listening
at a show. For me, it's like a
footballer protecting his legs."
Sam Feldt. has a new
single, "Runaways", debuting
on Oct. 7 and a new album
scheduled for next year. He
also has an interactive fan
portal in the works, building on
his idea that music should be
free creative content, which is
accessible to the masses. He
hopes to make his music free
for his fans, with the only caveat
being they create an account
to receive updates about new
releases, tours, and projects.
CRSSD was a great time,
and, while on the mellower
side for a music festival, it
did not hinder the overall
energy at the event. The
music was excellent, and the
location was picturesque.
The
three
stages
provided
variety for the
audience, and the wide range
of artists kept the festival fresh
over the course of two days.
The fun summer vibe is sure
to bring a crowd next year.

Walker Chuppe/The USD Vista
Flight Facilities had one of the grooviest sets at CRSSD.

The CRRSD music festival took place Oct. 1 and 2, on the waterfront in downtown $an Diego.

Photos by Dray Wilson/The USD Vista
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Spontaneous and stressed out in Italy
TAYLER RV
Staff Writer
I've created a new
acronym for SAS: spontaneous
and stressful. Many students
who have been on Semester
at Sea advised me to not
make any concrete plans
before boarding because I will
make new friends on the ship
and book itineraries with them.
The only issue with this is the
lack of wireless connection in
the middle of the sea. Even
when we do get phone service
at the ports, a majority of us
have limited data and cannot
search
anything
without
finding a cafe with free wifi first.
There I was the night
before traveling throughout
Italy with an idea as to what
I wanted to do but no definite
plans, other than where I
was sleeping the first night.
I convinced myself that part
of an adventure entails last
minute decisions, so I decided
to plan as my days went on.
How I really pushed my limits
when traveling throughout Italy.
Day one consisted of
traveling by train to Rome and
visiting the Basilica di Santa
Maria del Fiore, Vatican City,
the Sistine Chapel, the Trevi
Fountain, and the Spanish
Steps. All of the historical
sites were centrally located
within a 15 to 25 minute walk
of each other. It was surreal
being in the middle of so
many different, magnificent
monuments
that
brought
such historical significance
to the bustling city of Rome.
On the morning of day
two, we decided to revisit the
Trevi Fountain one more time,

along with the Colosseum,
just in time to make the 11:50
p.m. train to Florence, Italy.
My friends and I had decided
to do a wine tour in the Tuscan
countryside the next day. The
train ride had a view of the
countryside filled with green
hills, vineyards, and beautiful,
Italian homes. We arrived at the
station in Florence, and what
should have been a 10-minute
walk to bur destination turned
into a 40-minute walk only
to end up in the exact same
spot. Navigating without any
cellular data and GPS was a
struggle, and we had to use
maps and street names to
get us to the exact location.
Finally, we made it to the
Florence Town winery tours
with 15 minutes to spare, only
to hear the terrible news that
the minivan broke down, and
they had to reschedule for
the next day. All of our efforts
put into getting to Florence
in time for this wine tour had
been completely shattered
by outside factors we could
not control. We accepted our
luck and decided we would
plan out our living situation
for the night over a bottle of
cheap white wine. The rest
of the night we spent relaxing
to save up our energy for
the following day's events.
On
day
three,
we
finally made it to the Tuscan
countryside. Italy, like most of
Europe has a legal drinking
age of 16 for drinking wine.
In Tuscany, we enjoyed
delicious Chianti Classico,
visited several wine cellars,
and learned how quality Italian
wine is made. Afterward,
we returned to the city of

Tayler RV/The USD Vista
Students studying aborad on Semester at Sea explore Piazza di San Pietro in Vatican City.

Florence and explored the
many busy, interactive streets
filled with tourists from all
over the globe. We walked
around admiring the exquisite
architecture of the Basilica
di Santa Maria del Fiore,
commonly referred to as the
Duomo, and the scenic view
of the Ponte Vecchio bridge.
The next morning, we
climbed the 463 steps up to
the top of the Duomo that
led to a spectacular view of
the entire city of Florence.
It was such a breathtaking
moment that, unfortunately,
had to be cut short for us to
make our train td the next
city. By 11:28 a.m., we were
en route to the next Italian
attraction,
Cinque.
Ten©.
We made it'just in time
for our original train. Once
we got to the train station, we
were informed that there was
a transportation strike from 9
p.m. to 9 a.m. This affected
the amount of time we spent

in the town of Vernazza, one of
the five towns in Cinque Terre.
We were forced to take the
6:45 p.m. train back to the ship.
My time in Italy was
a huge, reflective learning
lesson in regards to traveling,
especially for someone like
me who decided to casually
make plans as the trip went
on. That is the cost of planning
spontaneously. There is a lot
of high tension and stress that
comes with the excitement of
spontaneity, including the lastminute train ticket purchase
and the hunt to find the correct
platform number for the

do not regret one second of
chaotically transporting myself
all throughout Europe. I did
learn that sometimes you do
not need to see every single
hot spot and might actually
miss out on something if
you try to cover an entire
country in just four days.
It was on the train ride
from Florence to Cinque Terre
that I realized I needed to
take a second to take in the
moment and just enjoy. The
chaos added to the excitement
of the adventure, but it also
helped me to appreciate the
moments when I was able

correct train while following

to take a moment to relax.

signs in a different language.
From my interactions,
I have Interpreted that there
are two'kinds travelers: those
who will maximize the amount
of places they can see in four
days and those who will spend
their time relaxing in one
location. I chose the former
for my Italian adventures. I

Although
it
was
unbelievable to me that I was
able to cover sot muqh Italian
ground in such short time, I
was grateful for my determined
attitude to see these places I
have only imagined visiting. "Le
terre dei sogni," it was a long
hard road, but we got there. I
will for sure be back some day.

Tayler RV/The USD Vista
Tayler RV/The USD Vista
The picturesque streets of Vernazza allow for relaxation and cultural reflection.
Two features of Florence's city center are the Duomo and Giotto's bell tower.
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Banned Books Week at Copley Library
Libraries across the nation celebrate intellectual freedom and controversial literature

Many high schools
across the nation attempt
to restrict or remove
access to certain books
due to content deemed too
graphic or inappropriate
for younger readers. While
the age gap between
high school and college
is slim, the importance of
academic freedom and
exchange of information
spans
all
educational
efforts, and it is especially
important
to
librarians.
Copley Library and the
University of San Diego's
Torero Store celebrated
Banned Books Week from
Sept. 25 through Oct. 2. The
week-long event highlighted
intellectual
freedom
and aimed at educating
students about the harmful
effects
of
censorship.
USD students, faculty,
and staff submitted ballots
throughout the week to
enter the contest and
list their favorite banned
books. After the data was
collected, the majority of
ballots listed "Catcher in the
Rye" as the favorite banned
book
among
students.
The student winner
received a $225 Torero
Store
Gift
Card
and
a copy of her favorite
banned book. The faculty
winner won a new Acer
Chromebook and a copy of
her favorite banned book.
The winners of Copley
Library's Banned Books
Week were announced
Monday night. The winners
were Diana Villa-Galindo
and
Florence
Gillman,
professor
of
theology
and
religious
studies.

The
Torero
Store
also offered a 25 percent
discount on banned books
throughout
the
event.
Christopher Marcum,
Interim Access Services
and Outreach Librarian at
the USD's Copley Library,
has worked at the library
since 2008 and also serves
as the Librarian Liaison
to the history department.
Marcum expressed how
important this week-long
event was to the library's
goal of educating without
censorship across campus.
"Intellectual
freedom
is something that librarians
value highly; it's one of
our core values," Marcum
said. "So, for me, it's
an opportunity to raise
awareness and get students
and faculty talking about
what is intellectual freedom
and why is it important. To
me, intellectual freedom
is
really
about
each
individual's inherent right
to explore the fullest
capacity of their intellect,
to be free to consider new
ways of thinking, new
ideas new approaches to
solving problem, whether
they be social problems,
political
problems,
or
economic
problems."
The
effects
of
censorship include the
inability of students to think
about subjects that are
challenging and require
careful
consideration,
which sets a precedent
for
future
thinking.
Marcum
also
commented on the negative
consequencesofcensorship
in schools and universities.
"If we go down that
path too far, what we end
up doing is stifling the kinds
of creative productions
we need to solve major

problems that we have in
the world," Marcum said.
The American Library
Association (ALA) Office
for Intellectual Freedom
records
materials
that
have
been
challenged
in
a
confidential
database. The database
was started in 1990.
Both the media and
individuals can challenge
books in public and private
libraries across the nation,
according to the ALA.
Books are challenged
both by individuals who
think that the literature is
inappropriate for certain
age groups as well as
organizations who disagree
with their content as a whole.
Junior Jared Scalar,
explained how he feels
about books being banned
in the United States.
"The first amendment
protects all speech that
does not pose a 'clear
and present danger' to the
citizenry," Scalar said. "So
withholding any literature
from the public that doesn't
meet that criterion should

absolutely not be allowed.
That being said, I wouldn't
really like to see 'Mein
Kampf on the shelves."
Scalar shared what
he would like to see at net
year's Banned Books event.
"They should offer
free food and market to
a specific niche group of
students, like English and
literature majors perhaps,
who are most likely to be
interested," Scalar said.
First year Ava Behar
offered
some
advice
to promote the event.
"I would like to receive
an email in advance to
promote the event," Behar
said. "I check my email
every day and never saw
one about the event.
Also, I think
English
professors should tell their
classes about the event."
Junior
TJ
Hill
explained how important
the event was to him.
"I have read a couple
of these books throughout
my life," Hill said. "I am
definitely willing to support
the fact that these books

should not be banned. A
lot of these books offer so
many thing people could
take from and learn. I don't
think a piece of literature
or a sense of knowledge
should be banned when
you look at other things that
make up our country that are
allowed. I am definitely glad
that this week is going on."
Hill said the one book
that he was most surprised
to be on the banned book list
was To Kill a Mockingbird.
"I feel like it has a
lot of morals and things
people can learn," Hill
said. "Everyone should
be able to experience
the type of knowledge
that is inside that book."
USD currently has
three professors who teach
books that are on the active
banned list. Copley library
currently owns 46 banned
books that are available
for students to check out.
Copley
is
working
to expand the event and
display to draw even more
interest for next years
Banned
Books
Week.

Photo courtesy of Copley Library
Librarians across the nation host Banned Books Week to encourage intellectual freedom.

g^nned|Books
1. The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald
2. The Catcher in the Rye by J.D. Salinger
•r

3. The Grapes of Wrath by John Steinbeck
4. To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee
5. The Color Purple by Al ice Walker

6. Ulysses by James Joyce
7- Beloved by Toni Morrison
8-The Lord of the Flies by William Colding
9- 1984 by George Orwell
1 0 ' L o l l t a bY

Vladmir Nabokov
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HOMKOMMC MGHUGHTS!
6:30-10 p.m.

11 a.m. -2 p.m.

Football Tailgate
Big Blue Bash
Concert & Festival and Picnic
Torero Way

Valley Field

FREE

USD Soccer Field located directly
behind Student Life Pavilion

In front of the Hahn University
Center and Student Life Pavilion

$25 for adults (includes beer garden)
$10 for youth (12-17 yrs).
USD Students:

$0 for tailgate/picnic
$ 10 for beer garden.

7-10 p.m.

Welcome Party
La Gran Terraza

Hahn University Center
Cost: $15
Must be 21+ years to attend. Photo I.D.
required. One free drink ticket
included with price. Cash bar.

Sunday

Saturday

Friday

Must be 21+ years to enter beer garden;
photo I.D. required. Beer service ends at 1
p.m.

1 p.m.

USD Toreros vs.
Davidson College
Torero Stadium

10:30 a.m.

Alumni and
Family Closing
Mass
Founders Chapel

FREE
A light breakfast reception will
follow Mass in Founders East Patio.
The classes of '56, '61, '66, '71, '76,
'81/86, and '91 will be honored
with a Reunion Class Processional.
10 a.m.-1 p.m.

Dining in La Gran
Terraza Restaurant
Flahn University Center
For reservations call (619) 849-8205

Cost: $8 per person.
Students are free.

Nora Brewington/TheUSD Vista
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Getting ready for the big one
Southern California threatened by impending earthquakes
KELLY KENNEDY
Feature Editor

Locals have feared it
their entire lives. Those from
out-of-state have heard
the warnings. California is
earthquake country, and
Southern California has felt
the effects of tectonic plate
movement for many years.
Recently,
the
University of San Diego's
Department
of
Public
Safety (PSafe) sent an
email to the entire campus
community
concerning
an earthquake advisory
for areas of Southern
California, including San
Diego County. Last week,
many small to moderate
magnitude
earthquakes
occurred near the Salton
Sea, which lies about two
hours east of San Diego,
This swarm of earthquakes
worried seismologists who
have studied earthquakes
in the region, specifically
those
centered
along
the San Andreas fault,
The San Andreas fault
is the nearest fault line
between two tectonic plates,
namely the Pacific Plate and
the North American Plate.
The fault line separates

cities on the Pacific Plate,
including San Diego, Los
Angeles, and Big Sur, from
cities on the North American
Plate,
including
San
Francisco and Sacramento.
Professor Liz BakerTreloar has been part
of the Marine Science
Environmental
Studies
department since 1995.
She helped create the
Natural Disasters lab that
was first offered in 2010.
She currently teaches a
section of Natural Disasters
and holds a Master of
Science in Geology from
San Diego State University.
are
"Earthquakes
usually caused when rock
underground
suddenly
breaks along a fault," BakerTreloar said. "This sudden
release of energy causes
the seismic waves that
make the ground shake."
Baker-Treloar
expressed poncern over
the lack of inactivity along
the San Andreas Fault in
the past few hundred years,
"The southern section
of the fault from Los
Angeles
through
Baja
California has not seen a
large rupture in at least 300

years," Baker-Treloar said. sturdy such as a desk, cause a tsunami, but still
B a k e r - T r e l o a r table, or chair, and hold could cause major damage
experienced
a
strong on until the shaking stops. if such an earthquake
other,
smaller
PSafe also advised caused
earthquake on Mammoth
Mountain
in
1980. everyone to plan ahead for faults to also release
"I
was
skiing as earthquakes by checking pressure. Landslides on
a magnitude 6 hit the homes for hazards, like steep offshore slopes could
mountain," Baker-Treloar heavy objects that could also trigger a tsunami
said."As I fell, I saw the fall, identifying safe places from beneath the surface.
If a large earthquake
ground roll as surface waves to take refuge indoors and
moved through the area," outdoors, being educated were to occur and tsunami
This
earthquake about how to respond in warnings were in effect,
advisory comes just weeks case of an emergency, the first step is to get to
keeping
disaster higher ground. USD is
before a planned drill for and
USD students. USD will supplies on hand. PSafe approximately 230 feet
participate once again in also recommended that above sea level and
develop
an would provide shelter for
The Great Shakeout, a students
students who would have to
emergency
communication
nationwide
earthquake
preparedness
drill
on plan with family members, evacuate from their homes.
As San Diego prepares
Oct. 20. According to friends, and roommates.
for
future earthquakes,
B
a
k
e
r
T
r
e
l
o
a
r
The
Great
California
that
an it is clear that USD is
Shakeout's website, over explained
keep students
10.5 million people in earthquake along the San ready to
on
and
off
campus safe.
the state participated in Andreas Fault is unlikely to
the 2015 drill and over
22.4 million participated
worldwide. The drill aims
to increase awareness
about earthquake safety
and
preparedness.
PSafe
reminded
students of the proper
earthquake
protocol.
Remember: drop, cover, and
hold on. If you feel shaking,
Photo courtesy of Bill Dickinson/Flickr CC
first drop to the ground, then
take cover under something San Diego seems prepared for future earthquakes.
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Let's talk Black Lives Matter
Students come together to discuss racial tensions across the nation and on campus

JENNIFER GIVENS
Asst. Feature Editor
Black Lives Matter (BLM)
posters were seen around
campus
Tuesday,
Sept.
27. On Sept. 29, over 200
students, staff, and faculty
gathered in the United Front
Multicultural Center (UFMC)
for a discussion surrounding
the
BLM
movement.
The
discussion
was
organized by Mayte PerezFranco, Director of the UFMC,
and
Erin
Lovette-Colyer,
DirectoroftheWomen'sCenter.
Perez-Franco was the
first to come up with the idea
in response to events that
occurred at another university.
"This is a partnership
with a few centers around
campus, but, on Monday
after the Tulsa incident and
Charlotte, it sparked a lot of
additional conversation over
the past week or so," PerezFranco said. "The University
of Vermont actually put up
on their flag pole a Black
Lives Matter
flag
along
with the American flag."
On
Sept.
26
The
Washington Post reported
that the display of both flags
at the University of Vermont
was met with some adversity.
"The
university
and
the
Student
Government
Association sanctioned the
display, saying it was designed
to show support for those
struggling with the violence
and search for justice in this
country,"
the
Washington
Post stated. "Then, over the
weekend, as debate roiled on
social media, the flag went
missing. Student leaders say it
was stolen, and the university
is investigating it as a theft."
While
Perez-Franco
admitted that her first reaction
was to get a BLM flag and
hang it on the balcony of
the UFMC, she decided
after speaking with LovetteColyer that a conversation
would be more productive.
The planned conversation
was held on Thursday Sept.
29 during dead hours at
the UFMC. As students,
faculty, and staff from all
over the university started
to flood the room, P6rezFranco and Lovette-Colyer
gathered everyone's attention.
They
discussed
the
importance of the meeting,
stating the goal was to
invite reflection and share
both what people need to
learn more about and what
they want to see at USD.
Due to the large turnout
those who gathered were split
into three groups: one inside
the UFMC office, another in
room 412, and the third in
the Changemaker Hub on
the third floor. The groups

were guided by Women's
Center and UFMC staff.
Andrea
Reyes,
a
graduate student and one
of the co-leaders of the
discussion group, explained
the high turnout was expected.
"Clearly, because of the
amount of folks that showed
up, this conversation was
needed," Reyes said. "And this
sense of community needed
to start. Some folks might
say it wasn't a good start, or
others would say it was a
start that needed to happen.
A lot of thought went into this."
At the start of the
group's
conversations,
community guidelines were
laid out to create a safe
space for those participating
to
share
their
feelings.
Group leaders explained
some stories and experiences
could be very personal and
asked everyone to keep
what was said confidential.
The last guideline was
the notion of creating what
the organizers called Safe
Space Brave Space. The
emphasis was on creating a
space where everyone could
feel safe and comfortable
to express their views in
regards to BLM and race
relations in the United States.
Due to the sensitivity of the
subject and the confidentiality
of the meeting, nothing that
was discussed in the meetings
can be discussed in The USD
Vista. However, students and
staff who participated in the
conversation did share their
opinions on the experience.
Erin Lovette-Colyer, the
co-leader of the conversation,
reflected on guiding the
conversation.
LovetteColyer explained that those
who
participated
in
the
conversations were asked
to write down reflections.
Students
handed
these
reflections in to further inform
UFMC staff what next steps
should be going forward.
"I think some of [the
further conversation] will be
looking at the reflections that
people
shared,"
LovetteColyer said. "Some of what
we are hoping to do is review
it and summarize it. Clearly,
that space was something
people were interested in."
Senior Maria Dimachkie
explained that, while the
conversation
was
useful,
she believes that this is
one step of many more.
"The common sentiment
that I heard and agreed
with was that there was
a little frustration around
conversation versus action,"
Dimachkie said. "People are
very eager to have something
tangible in terms of progress,
action, and change. There

was some discussion around
what the school should be
doing, what the school isn't
doing, or what the school isn't
acknowledging. It felt like a
very honest and authentic
space, but there is so much
more that needs to be done."
Junior
Paris
Lowe
also
expressed
her
frustration after the meeting.
"I think the meeting was
not as helpful as it could have
been," Lowe said. "I felt like
it was really difficult to see
people so frustrated, especially
members of my community
really kind of fed up, but at
the same time trying to reach
out. It wasn't just coming from
an angry place. It was more
so coming from a 'we need
help' kind of perspective.
Some of the people were in
tears, as well in devastation
and sadness. I feel like it did
open up a safe space for us
to really voice our frustration
and our opinions and where
we are sitting with everything,
but, at the same time, it was
hard because there were three
different groups and most of
the people I talked to, mostly
the black students, wanted
to hear others perspectives
because we tend to hear each
other's perspectives a lot."
Lowe said that she is
unsure whether or not she
will attend another BLM
conversation in the future.
"I felt like I don't know
if I necessarily want to
attend another conversation,
depending
on
how
it's
facilitated or run," Lowe said.
"I have gone to a few of those
conversations before, but I
think right now I am kind of lost
as to what I want to do moving
forward. One thing I can say
is we would appreciate the
support of the university."
Junior
Jawara
Mills
reflected on his group's
conversation
and
what
he, as a member of the
black
community,
wanted
to see the university do.
"I feel the meeting was
a huge success partially
because it allowed certain
people that aren't used to
having these conversations
to be exposed to a little bit
more of the black perspective
or the minority perspective
than usual," Mills said. "There
was one [white] student in
particular that was able to
voice his opinion. I was happy
and commended him for being
able to speak up in a place like
that with a bunch of people
who felt completely opposite
of how he felt. I feel he now
has a greater understand of
the issues that are occurring
and why there is a Black
Lives Matter movement and
what it represents. So it

was a success in my eyes.
Mills also offered a
unique solution that he had
discussed with other members
of his community. Mills stated
that it would be helpful to
have something similar to
rainbow educators, who go
into classrooms and talk to
students about the LGBT
community, for the BLM
movement. Some universities
like Dartmouth College and
Grand Valley State University
have reacted to the BLM
movement
by
creating
Black Lives Matter classes.
The
recent
police
shooting of an unarmed
black man in El Cajon made
this conversation even more
relevant for USD students.
What was previously an issue
on the other side of the nation
is now in our own backyard.
As this issue becomes
more
prevalent
on
campus, organizations and
departments
are
working
to schedule more events to
spark discussion amongst
students and faculty about
diversity and race relations.
Faculty of the department of
ethnic studies invited students

through a Facebook event
page to join in on a teach-in
concerning the recent shooting
of Alfred Olango on Oct. 4.
"The death of Alfred
Olango has intensified and
brought right home the need
for clarity, critical thinking,
and grounded action," the
Facebook event page said.
"The goal of teach-in is to
provide our campus community
with an informed narrative
of these ongoing events. All
are invited and welcome."

r..
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Lowe
expressed
a
desire for university support.
On Oct. 3, USD President
James T. Harris III sent out a
campuswide email addressing
the situation in El Cajon.
"The tragic death of
Alfred Olango last week in
nearby El Cajon brings local
urgency to yearning across the
country for peace and justice,"
Harris said. "As a university
community, we must embrace
our role as a place where
difficult national dialogue can
take place and set an example
of how to engage in civil and
productive conversations that
lead to positives change."
Harris referred to USD's
effort
to
address
these
issues,
and
commented
on
the BLM discussion
that occurred Sept.
29.
"Last week, we had an
important dialogue on campus
about these issues and how we
as a community can embrace
and fully live out the values
expressed in our mission,"
Harris said. "Several members
of our community had the
opportunity
to
participate
jfcrci:T ;these ; '• conversations,
and it is clear that we need
to continue to encourage
this dialogue through both
curricular and co-curricular
activities
in
the future."
Many of those who were
interviewed and
attended
the discussion last Thursday
believe it was a great start
for further action. With the
teach-in
and
comments
made by President Harris,
administration and faculty
are striving to continue to
educate the USD community
about issues of race relations.

1I I H
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Black Lives Matter is a growing topic on campus.
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Students are free to observe
New university policy on student observance of religious holidays

KELLY KENNEDY
Feature Editor
"You go to a Catholic
school, so you're Catholic."
This is an assumption often
applied to students at the
University of San Diego. The
statement is false, as not every
student at USD is Catholic. At
the same time, it goes against
the diversity and inclusion that
the university strives to respect
among its student body.
This
week,
the
administration announced a
new policy concerning student
of
religious
observance
holidays. Faculty are now
directed to make reasonable
accommodations for students
who ask to miss class to
observe a religious holiday or
holy day, according to an email
sent from the Office of the
Vice President and Provost.
"Students
at
the
University of San Diego are
encouraged to live a life
consistent with their religious
traditions," the email said.
Students shall not be
penalized
academically
for missing class in order
to
observe
a
religious
holiday, provided that they
give professors advanced
notice of their absence.
This
new
policy
mirrors similar policies at
universities such a& Columbia

This policy also includes
a
calendar
of
religious
holidays that are associated
with
work
restrictions.
USD's policy does not
set a specific timeframe for
notification
of
professors
to ensure that students
are
not
penalized
for
potential
absences.
Theology
professor
Evelyn Kirkley has taught at
USD since 1995 and is a strong
supporter of the new policy.
"Before now, my own
informal policy—and that of
several other [theology and
religious studies] faculty—
is to accommodate student
religious observance if we are
informed in advance," Kirkley
said. "I think this policy is
important in making USD more
inclusive of all faiths. Like
many U.S. institutions, USD
observes Christian holidays
with breaks at Christmas and
Easter. It wouldn't be practical
to close the campus for
holidays of every religion: we'd
be out of school more than in.
However, we honor those of
different faiths by supporting
their beliefs and practices."
USD's
University
Ministry (UM) has published
an interfaith calendar which
includes the dates of many
religious holidays from different
faith
traditions,
including

University, Cal Poly Pomona

Buddhism,

University, and San Diego
State
University
(SDSU).
Some
universities,
including Cal Poly Pomona,
also add cultural observances
to the calendar of religious
holidays
that
students
may request time off for.
According to SDSU News
Center, SDSU's policy applies
to students, faculty, and staff.
The policy requires students
to notify their professors within
the first two weeks of classes
if they plan to miss class due
to
religious
observances.

Hinduism, Islam, and Judaism.
Other
universities
have come under fire for
not
respecting
religious
holidays when scheduling
large campus events. The
University of Georgia recently
faced criticism when its
homecoming concert was
scheduled for Yom Kippur, the
holiest day in the Jewish faith.
USD
has
hosted
many interfaith events on
campus. According to UM,
the All Faith Service, held
at the beginning of each

Christianity,

spring semester, celebrates
the many faith traditions
represented
on
campus.
Many
international
students are excited about
this new policy. USD's campus
community also includes over
600 students from 73 countries.
Abdullah
Sultan,
a
sophomore
international
student and native of Saudi
Arabia, is looking forward
to using the new policy.
"My friends and I were
actually really glad to hear
about this new policy," Sultan
said. "Having the opportunity
to celebrate Eid, among other
Muslim holidays, in the U.S.
is a really welcome change
for our community. Not being
able to celebrate with our
friends and family on such
holy days was somewhat
disappointing, especially since
we're so far away from home.
It felt as if our beliefs weren't
taken into
consideration."
Eid
refers
to
two
holidays, Eid al-Fitr, which
marks the end of Ramadan,
and Eid, the Festival of the
Sacrifice, which celebrates
Ibrahim's, called Abraham) in
the Judeo-Christian tradition,
willingness to sacrifice his
son as God commanded.
Kirkley explained that it
is likely that the university set
an official policy due to a more
diverse student population.
"My guess is that USD,
like many institutions and
people, didn't plan ahead for
this issue because it wasn't an
issue," Kirkley said. "It's been
in only the last 10-15 years
that USD has attracted sizable
numbers of students from
faiths other than Christianity,
so the issue wasn't an issue
until recently. I am delighted
to see the university respond
with an official policy that
encourages
observance
of the diversity of religious
traditions in our community."

- Sultan
praised
the university for finally
instating this new policy.
"I
have
some
newfound respect for the
USD
administration
for
paying
attention
to
our
needs,
especially
given
its deeply-rooted Catholic
affiliation,"
Sultan
said.
Kirkley said that she
hopes this new policy will
help educate the campus
about other faiths and the
students who follow them.
"Thispolicy acknowledges
that we have more students
who identify with faiths other
than
Christianity,"
Kirkley
said. "That is a great learning
opportunity. I hope it will
spark interest and awareness
in the student body, as
well as the opportunity to
understand holidays in a
variety of religious traditions."

Kirkley
explained
that she hopes the USD
community
will
continue
to participate in religious
celebrations and traditions
from all faith backgrounds.
"In
the
last
few
years, students have led
celebrations for the entire
campus
community
of
Succoth, Passover, Chanukah
(Jewish), Eid al-Fitr (Muslim),
Divali (Hindu), and probably
others I am not aware of,"
Kirkley said. "I hope these
celebrations will continue."
USD's new policy both
respects many religions and
follows in the footsteps of other
universities committed to the
same inclusion of all students
and
campus
community
members. Students of all faiths
can now follow their religious
guidelines without worry of
negative academic impact.

•
•

Photo courtesy of The University of San Diego
Students can now observe non-Catholic religious holidays
without academic penalty.
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Students struggle to beat the heat
LINDSEY AIELLO
Contributor

San Diego is typically
known for mild temperatures
year round, but the past few
weeks have taken this heat
to an extreme level. With
temperatures reaching as high
as 101 degrees and unusually
high humidity, the weather has
been nearly unbearable for
students who are acclimated
to
Southern
California's
perfect
weather
patterns.
This heat is strange for the
typically moderate San Diego,
as the average temperature
in September is 76 degrees,
according to U.S. Climate Data.
Extremely hot weather
can bring aboutmajorproblems
of dehydration, exhaustion,
irritability, and sluggishness
for students balancing school
and extracurricular activities.
The hot weather could be
especially
treacherous
under
these
demands.
Often times, classes take
a back seat as students try
to stay cool and less active
in hopes of beating the heat.
Thoughts of ditching class
in favor of hitting the beach
often pop into students'
minds as they struggle to
pay attention in classrooms
with no air conditioning.
Sophomore
Cynthia

Yantza noted that class is low on
her priority list when it is this hot.
"All I want to do is leave
the class and go home and
sleep because I can't even
focus when it's that hot, and
I get bored," Yantz said.
Although skipping class
isn't ideal, some students say
it is preferable because sitting
in class isn't productive. It is
harder to focus because the
heat is distracting and can
make students feel mentally
and
physically
drained.
If students are not
attentive, holding classes
may be pointless. In intense
heat, some may find canceling
class a fitting solution, but this
alternative isn't the best plan.
Junior
Leah
Drost
explained
that
she
doesn't see the need to
cancel class in the heat.
"I don't think classes
should cancel due to extreme
temperature days because I
like USD's plan of moving the
class to a different building
[or] room where it's airconditioned," Drost said. "Heat
exhaustion is an important
issue, but I don't think it's
worth cancelling class when
there's another alternative."
Per
campus
policy,
when temperatures reach
an alltime high, classes held
in un-airconditioned rooms
are moved to designated

"heat room" class rooms.
This
approach
ensures
that classes affected by
intense heat have the option
to move to cooler areas.
Drost mentioned being
in hot classrooms affects her
concentration and moving to
an air-conditioned classroom
would
be
preferable.
"Personally I feel like
it's much more difficult to
concentrate in class when the
day is hotterthan normal," Drost
said. "I notice my thoughts
to be more frazzled [and I
have a] slower reaction time
processing the information."
Options
like
these
create a more bearable
environment
for
students
to avoid heat exhaustion.
Aside
from
moving
classrooms, USD has an
additional way to help students
and staff in the unavoidable
heat. USD's tram service helps
students get across campus
from the West End Parking
Structure to the Alcala Vista
Apartments throughout the
day. Walking around campus
in warm weather is what many
students dread the most. With

Freshman
Mary
Pat
Abruzzo noticed that students
and professors alike are
exhausted during the day from
the walking around in the heat.
"Our campus isn't too
big, but, for someone who
needs to get to the JCP
from Founders in the middle
of the day, I think more
frequent trams could make
a difference," Abruzzo said.
Despite the relatively
small size of our campus,
walking from one end to the
other can be extremely tiring
when it is 100 plus degrees
outside. The tram service
is a helpful tool, but having

trams run more frequently
might help students save their
energy, so they can put more
toward participating in class.
The inescapable heat
that the San Diego community
is
currently
experiencing
has made it hard for many
students to stay attentive
in class. This heat seems
to be putting a drain on the
energy levels of the USD
community as a whole. Until
it starts to cool down, moving
classes to air-conditioned
rooms, as well as having
more trams circling campus,
can help make this heat
wave a little more bearable.

4

the sun beating down on your

shoulders, it's easy to work up
a sweat on your way to class.
Although
the
tram
service is helpful, many feel
that it doesn't run enough on
these scorching hot days.

Graphic courtesy of Nora Brewington/The USD Vista

Linkedln and creeped out
BROOKLYN DIPPO
Editor in Chief
Just when you thought
there was a safe place
to
make
professional
connections online, people
started sending messages
worthy of sexual harassment
suits
through
Linkedln.
The site, a professional
networking site, is advertised
for expanding business and
employing
connections.
Linkedln is widely used by
students at the University of
San Diego, though unwanted
messages
are
leaving
some
students
uneasy.
Creepy
Linkedln
messages are so common
that two websites were started
to share screenshots of
inappropriate messages sent
via the networking platform.
The websites SocialCreeps
and Creeped.in allow users to
submit these messages, which
are the stuff of nightmares. The
platform that was designed for
professional business owners
to find employees has been
invaded by men who can't
resist a dating site pick-up

line wheh they come across
a girl with a nice headshot.
I
have
personally
received three aggressively
inappropriate messages from
men who I don't know on
Linkedln over the past year
while my account has been
active. The most recent one
read along the lines of, "Hi,
I like your picture, what are
your plans for the night?"
The only action one can
take within the inbox to stop
these men is reporting them
as spam, which doesn't quite
define what it is. You don't
have to be connected to
someone for them to message
you either. If you belong to
the same group or have a
shared connection, someone
can pop up in your inbox. On
a site that hosts your entire
resume, including where you
currently work, these bizarre
cyber interactions can turn
into real life harassment.
A
creepy
Linkedln
message even found itself
at the center of a murder
investigation in Texas earlier
this year. A female fitness
instructor was killed at the gym

where she was set to teach
a class just three days after
receiving the message. The
police are still investigating
the
possible
connection.
While the problem isn't
universal for all Linkedln users,
a solution to these unwanted
solicitations would certainly
put the female community
more at ease. Senior Kaitlin
Goodhart said that she feels
like the people using Linkedln
inappropriately
could
be
contributing to the recent loss of
users and decline in business.
"Alloftheseolderbusiness
men are kind of reforming
the image that Linkedln was
originally designed [for], and I
think it is leading people away
from Linkedln," Goodhart said.
"It's making it hard to decide if
you can trust people on there
or not. It's making it difficult
for female entrepreneurs and
young women looking for
job opportunities to know if
what they are being offered is
legitimate or not because there
is no way to verify if these men
are who they say they are."
Goodhart has received
unprofessional
messages

on
Linkedln
that
have
deterred her from using it.
"I have received one
unprofessional message that
was like 'You are extremely
gorgeous and seem extremely
motivated, and I'd like to
set up an interview with
you,"' Goodhart said. "I just
think any comments about
appearance should be left out
of a professional website."
A study conducted by the
Society of Human Resource
Management in 2013 showed
that 94 percent of recruiters
use Linkedln to find candidates
to
fill
positions.
Those
numbers have declined with
the rise of other professional
networks according to the
Recruiting Times. In February,
Linkedln stocks plummeted
$10 billion in one day. Though
this cannot be attributed to
creepy messages, the decline
in profits could be related to
a decline in users. Linkedln's
stock has started to climb again
but has not fully recovered yet.
There are also some
copycat networks that are
taking more innovating leaps
than Linkedln. Entelo is a

site developed specifically
for recruitment, rather than
running as a two-way street
between
employers
and
employment seekers. Github
has taken Linkedln's idea and
found a niche market, software
developers, and connects
users together. It also doubles
as a platform for companies
to build and store codes with
their teams in a secure cloud.
Even
Facebook
has
taken steps to improve its use
for professional networking.
The updated profiles now list
current occupation, followed
by previous jobs, and then
education at the top so that
it reads almost like bullet
points on a resume. It also
leaves room for users to
write an introduction in 101
characters at the top, similar
to a personal statement.
With other options out
there, it's no wonder that
students aren't sold
on
Linkedln. There are some
things that technology just
can't replace. An in-person
business connection, solidified
with
a
firm handshake,
seems to be one of them.

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The USD Vista staff, the University of San Diego ror its student body.
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Students discuss the possibility of the school hosting commercial events
DANI DEVRIES
Opinion Editor

One of the biggest perks
of being a student in San
Diego is easy access to tons
of events, including festivals,
plays, concerts, and live
shows. There's almost nothing
better than seeing your
favorite band or comedian live.
Often times students at the
University of San Diego spend
their
weekends
attending
these
types
of
events.
San Diego is an event hub
where many big name acts pass
through the county, making all
types of entertainment easily
accessible.
USD's
close
proximity to the downtown
area gives students access
to many of these events.
However, at some universities,
large
commercial
events,
such
as
concerts
and
stand up comedians, are
hosted on the campus itself.
Although
USD
is
considered a small campus,
there are certainly places
that
could
accommodate
smaller commercial events.
In the past, USD has hosted
bands such as Imagine
Dragons and Atlas Genius.
While it's not feasible
to expect the next Beyonce
concert to be held in the

JCP, many smaller scale
artists or productions could
easily be held on campus.
For students living on or near
campus, access to these

walk to the concert and be
guaranteed to get home safely.
While the school does
play host to many events,
including guest speakers,

"Having [commercial events] here could
create an inclusive and safe place for
students to unwind 1[...].
"- Jade Ortencio
J
types of events would be a
great alternative for students
that don't want to be forced
off campus to find some fun.
Senior Jade Ortencio
noted that students at many
neighboring
universities
have the benefit of attending
events hosted on campus,
"Hosting more events
like concerts would be a great
attribute to USD," Ortencio
said. "Many of [our] students
go to SDSU or UCSD for
concerts, so having those
types of events here .could
create an inclusive and safe
place for students to unwind
from stressful student life."
For
many
students,
being able to attend more
events on campus would
simplify the event process.
Instead of having to worry
about getting to the'location
on time, finding parking, and
navigating the venue, students
would be able to simply

film screenings, and sporting
events, USD students have
to travel to other campuses
or venues to enjoy more
commercialized
events,
Senior
Therese
Fazio
questioned
how
commercial events
would
work on USD's campus.
"It would be nice, but I
don't know if USD has the

the most, and also working
with administration to get the
artist approved," Simon said.
"That is probably the hardest
part. It takes up to five months
to plan a concert and contact
artists we are interested in."
^g^o^meraai'ev^nti Chow
Despite
this
work,
concluded
that
the university would handle Simon
her effort is well spent.
community members coming
"Overall, it is a very
onto campus, parking, noise
process
when
levels, and event specifics, rewarding
like if the sale of alcohol we are able to see the final
would be permitted, are all result of the students enjoying
show,"
Simon
said.
things to be considered, the
Not only would hosting
Senior Victoria Simon
has dealt first hand with more of these commercial
these issues in her position events be enjoyable for
of Torero Program Board's students, and help, keep
Vice Chair of Entertainment, students on campus on the
"The most difficult part weekends, but it could also
is figuring out what artist the potentially bring substantial
students at USD would love revenue to the university.
This revenue could then
be used to directly benefit
the school by being filtered
back into school funds.
With
the
university's
annual Big Blue Bash and
Homecoming
Concert
tomorrow, it is clear that
the school is capable of
accommodating these types
of events. While it's unlikely
the school will start hosting
major events like this on
a regular basis, once in
awhile, with proper planning,
Photo courtesy of Matt CorkiU/FUckr these types of events could
right setup for concerts like
UCSD and SDSU," Fazio said,
"We are so much smaller."
Because of our size,
there are definitely some
things that would need to be

be an asset to the school.

Iration concert at San Diego State University.
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Sights and sounds from Clippers' training camp
Blake Griffin shooting threes, DeAndre Jordan shooting free throws, and more

Photo courtesy of Varon Panganiban/Los Angeles Clippers

Los Angeles Clippers guard J .J. Redick attempts a floater during the team's scrimmage (left). Forward Blake Griffin goes up for a lefty layup (right).
MATTHEW ROBERSON
Sports Editor
In any sport, training
camp serves as an intersection
of the past with things that will
come in the future. Preseason
practices are coming to an
end, while the prospect of
a brand new season lurks
just around the comer. Older
players nearing the end of
their careers are pushed to
the brink by young up-and-

comers looking to take their
roster spot. Mindsets change
too, as players must switch the
proverbial flip from offseason
mode
to
game
mode.
All of these intersections
were on display on Saturday,
Oct. 1 at the Bren Events
Center at the University of
California, Irvine. Inside that
building, fans and media
members alike were treated to
an open scrimmage between
the Los Angeles Clippers.

For years, the Clippers have the building, the team ran
been stuck at a metaphorical through a series of drills. With
intersection of their own, the roster separated into two
caught between being a teams, one in black jerseys
regular playoff participant and and the other in white, the
a championship contender Clippers went back to basics.
that fails short of expectations. On both ends of the court,
This year, for what seems like players orchestrated dry plays,
the third year in a row, the offensive plays ran with no
Clippers need to make that defenders, that often ended in
turn down championship lane emphatic slam dunks or long,
if they want to retain their seat
at the NBA's big boy table.
Before allowing fans into

arching three point
Head coach Doc Rivers aiso
had his team execute three-

on-two and two-on-one fast
break drills. Again, many of
these possessions ended with
easy buckets or uncontested
tomahawks at
the
rim.
While these drills ostensibly
serve the main purpose of
simulating game situations
and getting the players
some cardio work, valuable
information can be gleaned
from
observing how they went
:

•V '
down.

icf' ...
For instance, while

See CLIPPERS, Page 16
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The
storied
sounds
of
SoCal
Padres and Dodgers legendary broadcasters
hang up their mics
r

Photo courtesy of Thomas Cizauskas and Arturo Pardavila lll/Flickr

Dodgers' broadcaster Vin Scully started working for the team in 1950 (left). Dick Enberg was the voice of the San Diego Padres for seven years (right).

NOAH HILTON
Contributor

In baseball, there is
no shortage of people for
fans to fall in love with.
There is the obvious
choice: the players. Blessed
with athletic ability, the likes
of which you and I will never
even approach in our lifetimes,
they are the heroes that slam
game-winning homers and
spin dazzling shutouts from
the mound. They are the
jerseys we wear and the
autographs we want, the
purebred celebrities of sport.
There is also the less
obvious choice: the managers.
They are the ones, most often
replaced by our armchair
selves, writing out line-ups
and making pitching changes
when needed. The strategic
heads of the dugout, many
only draw much attention for
the most extreme highs and
lows, with only the Casey
Stengels, Tommy Lasordas,
and Joe Torres of the world,
garnering the kind of longterm
behind-the-scenes
success
that refuses to go unnoticed.
Then, there are the
people who fit into a category
all their own: the broadcasters.
Not player, but not spectator
either, they bring the game
to life for fans on a nightly
basis.
Despite
generating
little attention from the casual
masses, they are the most
familiar to anyone who has the
privilege of tuning into a game.
Broadcasters' voices describe
the action on the field and the
personnel in both dugouts,
filling the role of the beloved
relative who tells
better
stories than anyone you know.
This weekend, Southern
California lost two of its
favorite baseball orators to
retirement, as Hall of Famers
Dick Enberg of the San
Diego Padres and Vin Scully
of the Los Angeles Dodgers
called their final games.
Enberg began his career
as the play-by-play man for
Indiana
Hoosiers
football
and basketball games in the
late 1950s. His first baseball

games behind the microphone
didn't come until 1969, when
he introduced fans to one of
the league's newest teams as
the California Angels' TV and
radio play-by-play broadcaster.
Since those early beginnings,
Enberg
has
covered
a
wide
variety
of
athletic
events,
from
professional
and college football games
to golf tournaments and
the
Summer
Olympics.
The Padres, who are no
strangers to great baseball
voices,

especially

after the

late Jerry Coleman owned
the airwaves for more than
forty seasons, brought Dick
Enberg on board prior to
the 2010 season. Over the
course of the next six years,
Enberg teamed with fellow
broadcaster
Mark
Grant
in bringing Padres games
into the homes of the Friar
Faithful, his trademark phrase
punctuating every big play
with a resounding "Ohhh my!"
By the time of his final
game, Enberg had received
the Ford C. Frick award
from the National Baseball
Hall of Fame and earned
the distinction of being the
second sportscaster ever to
be selected for broadcasting
awards in professional football,
basketball,
and
baseball.
The
Dodgers
also
happen to be familiar with
auditory
artistry,
if
only
because of the blessing of
having Vin Scully himself

behind the microphone. With
the team since their Brooklyn
days, Scully ultimately spent
a mind-boggling 67 years with
the ball club, the most of any
broadcaster with a single team
in professional sports history.
Scully's romance with the
game of baseball began as a
red-haired 8-year-old growing
up in Manhattan, where he
became enamored with the
New York Giants. It was then
that Scully first decided that
he wanted to be an announcer
when he grew up. Following a
successful start to his career
covering
college
football,
Scully joined the Dodgers in
1950 and, in 1953 at age 26,
became the youngest person
to call a World Series game, a
record that stands to this day.
Following
the
1958
season, Scully accompanied
the Dodgers as they moved to
Los Angeles. Fans struggling
to see the action in those early
days at the L.A. Coliseum
quickly fell in love with him as
they brought their transistor
radios to games. Since then, he
has been on hand for some of
the most memorable moments
in sports history. At one time
a football broadcaster, Scully
called Dwight Clark's leaping
touchdown grab in the 1982
NFC Championship Game, a
play that still ranks among the
most indelible in NFL history.
However, his best work
was always in baseball. From
Hank Aaron's 715th career

home run to Don Larsen's
perfect game in the 1956
World Series, he was there.
From Bill Buckner's infamous
championship blunder to a
crippled Kirk Gibson home run
to win Game One of the 1988
Fall Classic, Scully was behind
the microphone. From nohitters by Sandy Koufax and
Clayton Kershaw, Dodger aces
of the past and the present to
everything in between, Scully
was on hand for all of them.
There is certainly no
shortage

of

history

when

it comes to Vin Scully and
Dick Enberg in the broadcast
booth. University of San
Diego junior Sunit Bhakta
says that Scully is as much
a part of the Dodgers as the
color blue and Dodger Dogs.
"He is the Dodgers,"
Bhakta said. "The bridge
between Brooklyn and Los
Angeles for the organization."
Scully also had a great
deal of reverence for Enberg.
"Wherever I am," Scully
said. "If [his] name comes
up, I will say from my heart,
'As good as they come."'
Yet, for all of their
significance in accomplishment
and
awe, Enberg's
and
Scully's best moments, like
all great sportscasters, came
in the mundane. Without a
doubt, there are thousands of
baseball fans both young and
old, including this writer, who
have fallen asleep atnightto the
sound of those recognizable

voices coming through the
radio or the television. On a
nightly basis, they brought
the sport into homes not just
in Southern California, but
around the country as well.
That,
ultimately,
is
the
beauty
of
baseball
broadcasting.
It
is
not
just the big play or the
championship moment that
grabs our attention. It is the
little
anecdotes,
between
pitches, of utility players
and
All-Stars,
celebrities
and common fans, a)) tied
together by the 216 stitches
of a baseball and the familial
conversations that such a
sport can so effortlessly spark.
It is the kid with a
transistor radio tucked under
his pillow at night, trying to
stay awake and celebrate an
extra-innings victory. But it is
also the older gentleman on
his porch at first pitch, soaking
in the sunset and reminiscing
about the great players of the
past. In either case, and many
more like it, it is the national
pastime at its absolute best.
It is with bittersweet
gratitude that baseball fans
young and old say goodbye
to two of the game's great
orators as Southern California
fades to silence. It is a ride
that we all hoped would
never come to an end, even
while we knew that someday
it would have to. But oh my,
wherever you may have been,
what a tremendous ride it was.

VISTA MLB PLAYOFF PREDICTIONS (all picks made prior to the Wild Card games)

NAME

NATIONAL LEAGUE
CHAMPION

WORLD SERIES
CHAMPION

San Francisco Giants

Boston Red Sox

San Francisco
Giants
Chicago Cubs

Boston Red Sox

Chicago Cubs

Chicago Cubs

Dylan Brockmeyer Boston Red Sox

San Francisco
Giants

Boston Red Sox

AMERICAN LEAGUE
CHAMPION

Matthew Roberson Texas Rangers
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Kevin Nelson

Chicago Cubs
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Noah Hilton
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Contributor
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Clippers end training camp with team scrimmage
Team, led by Chris Paul, Blake Griffin, and DeAndre Jordan, wins 54-53
CLIPPERS from Page 14
watching these drills it was
hard not to notice rookie
center Diamond Stone. The
6"I1" 255-lb 19-year-old from
the University of Maryland
was playing with the first
team for the majority of the
practice. Later on, when the
black team scrimmaged the
white team, Stone once again
found himself on a team with
guards Chris Paul and J.J.
Redick, forward Blake Griffin,
and center DeAndre Jordan.
It is highly unlikely, if not
impossible, that Stone will
be part of the starting lineup
when the Clippers tip off the
regular season on Thursday,
Oct. 27 against the Portland
Trail Blazers. However, he
has already done enough
to impress his head coach.
Rivers noted that Stone and
fellow rookie Brice Johnson
have been pleasant surprises.
"I
would
say
that
Diamond [Stone] may be
ahead of Brice [Johnson]
right now," Rivers said. "But
they both have played well."
Around 11:50 a.m. the
doors of the Bren Events
Center were opened. Clipper
fans old and young poured
into the building in a mad
dash to claim the best seats.
Presumably thinking they
would be nothing more than

passive spectators, relegated
to snapping pictures and
gawking at the Clippers'
series of alley-oops. The
fans actually became a fun
part of Saturday's action.
The
intersection
of
preseason indifference and

real life NBA game presented one for Griffin. In Dec. of 2015,
itself in the scrimmage's final the high flier was grounded by a
minutes. A PA announcer quad injury. Less than a month
pleaded the crowd to stand later, while the injured star was
up for the final possessions, in Toronto with the team, he
explaining that the Clippers was suspended for punching
were trying to simulate the a team equipment manager.
live game action that they
The blow was more than
will be thrown into in less just bad publicity, though.
than a month. With the Griffin also broke his hand
crowd on its feet, DeAndre in the incident, and he didn't
Jordan stepped to the free appear in a single game
throw line after being fouled from Jan. through the end
with just over four seconds of March. When he finally
remaining in the exhibition. got himself back to health,
Jordan, who famously Griffin reinjured his quad
makes just a hair over 42 during the NBA Playoffs.
percent of his foul shots,
Griffin's actions on the
promptly bricked his first court Saturday were notable
free throw off the back of for two reasons. One of which
the rim. Guard Austin Rivers was something that fans have
encouraged the crowd to make grown accustomed to, while
even more noise while himself the other is something they
yelling about how the big man may soon have to. The biggest
cannot make free throws. reaction from the crowd
Nevertheless,
Jordan came after Griffin slammed
converted on his second home
a
powerful
rightattempt, giving the black team handed dunk over Johnson
a lead it would never relinquish. in the team's scrimmage.
Rivers misfired on a gameEarlier in the scrimmage,
winning three point attempt Griffin started his team's
at the buzzer that would have first possession by taking a
given his team the victory. rare three pointer. He would
Doc
Rivers
seemed attempt two more in the
pleased that the scrimmage scrimmage and make both of
ended the way it did, with a sort them, finishing the day twoof baptism by fire for Jordan and for-three from
downtown.
his legendary free throw woes.
Rivers
spoke
about
"If you were going to Griffin, who has shot a paltry
script the way to end the 32.2 percent on shots 10 feet
from the basket or longer
game, that was pretty good,"
Rivers said. "It was a great during his six year career.
camp. Probably the best Perhaps recognizing the need
camp since I've been here." to hit outside shots in order
Other highlights from the to succeed in the jump shotday in Irvine came from the happy NBA, Rivers revealed
always entertaining, if often that Griffin's jumper was a point
frustrating, Blake Griffin. The of emphasis for the Clippers.
"He looks good," Rivers
2015-16 season was a murky

said. "He's worked on it.
When you're injured, all you
can do is shoot. That's the
one thing he's done a lot.
That's what we wanted him to
work on, and he looks good."
Injuries have been a sort
of bugaboo for the Clippers
in recent years. Whether it's
Griffin, or aging point guard
Chris Paul, the team can
never seem to have everyone
healthy at the same time.
This year's roster includes
a
foursome
of
recently
signed veteran players who
could be insurance in case
the injury bug bites again.
Point guard Raymond
Felton, forwardsAlan Anderson
and Brandon Bass, and center
Marreese Speights all inked
contracts with Los Angeles
this summer. Felton and
Bass are both entering their
twelfth season of NBA service.
Speights has gained fame
amongst NBA fans because of
his penchant for shooting, and
the nickname Mo Buckets that
he picked up while playing for
the Golden State Warriors.
Anderson, who spent last
season with the Washington
Wizards, joined the crowded
position battle for the Clippers'
starting small forward spot.
Luc Mbah a Moute was the
nominal starter last year.
Mbah a Moute provides very
little in terms of stats, racking
up averages of 3.1 points
and 2.3 rebounds per game
in the 2015-16 season during
which he started 61 games.
Wesley Johnson, last
year's backup small forward,
shot 44.4 percent on three
point shots from the corners,

a useful skill that could
translate into more playing
time in 2016-17. 38-year
old Paul Pierce should also
be in the mix, although his
age and the mileage on
his body could indicate a
reduced role this season.
Rivers spoke about how
he will handle the small forward
job, which will undoubtedly
be one of the most important
aspects of his coaching job in
the upcoming campaign. He
did refuse to name his starter
when asked by the media.
"We're in no hurry," Rivers
said. "I know you guys like
the story, I could care less."
With the addition of
Griffin's long range shot, a
fortified second unit led by
Speights and 2015-16 NBA
Sixth Man of the Year Jamal
Crawford, and the steady
presence of longtime Clippers
Paul, Redick, and Jordan, this
year's edition of the Clippers
could be the one that finally
carries
the
organization
to its first ever conference
championship
series.
Especially if you listen
to Doc Rivers, who ended
the day in Irvine with a
microphone in his hand.
"We're
going
to
play late in June," Rivers
said.
"That's
our
goal."
It's a goal that Clipper fans
have been waiting to attain
since the franchise's inception.
With the juggernaut Golden
State Warriors and stalwart
San Antonio Spurs in their
conference, going from playoff
team to championship winner
will be a tough intersection
for the Clippers to cross.

Photo courtesy of Varon Panganiban/Los Angeles Clippers

Point guard Chris Paul hoists a jump shot at UC Irvine on Oct. 1 (left). Forward Paul Pierce was taking part in his nineteenth NBA training camp (right).

